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Abstract—Regression faults, which make working code stop functioning, are often introduced after developers make changes to the software. Many regression fault localization techniques have been proposed. However, issues like inaccuracy and lack of explanation are still obstacles for their practical application. In this work, we propose a trace-based approach to identifying not only where the root cause of a regression bug lies, but also how the defect is propagated to its manifestation as the explanation. In our approach, we keep the trace of original correct version as reference and infer the faulty steps on the trace of regression version so that we can build a causality graph of how the defect is propagated. To this end, we overcome two technical challenges. First, we align two traces derived from two program versions by extending state-of-the-art trace alignment technique for regression fault with novel relaxation technique. Second, we construct causality graph (i.e., explanation) by adopting a technique called alignment slicing and mending to isolate the failure-inducing changes and explain the failure. Our comparative experiment with the state-of-the-art techniques including dynamic slicing, delta-debugging, and symbolic execution on 24 real-world regressions shows that (1) our approach is more accurate on isolating the failure-inducing changes, (2) the generated explanation requires acceptable manual effort to inspect, and (3) our approach requires lower runtime overhead. In addition, we also conduct an applicability experiment based on Defects4J bug repository, showing the potential limitations of our trace-based approach and providing guidance for its practical use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Regression faults are often introduced after developers make changes to the software [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. As a large number of changes can happen between the original correct version and current regression version, once a regression failure is observed, it is a non-trivial task to (1) isolate the failure-inducing changes and, more importantly, (2) understand how they lead to the final observable failure, before figuring out a potential fix.

Many approaches have been proposed, mainly focusing on isolating the failure-inducing changes. The state-of-the-art techniques can be roughly divided into the following three groups.

Dynamic Slicing. A classical technique for regression fault localization is dynamic slicing [8], [9] and its variations [10], [11]. Dynamic slicing eliminates statements irrelevant to the failure based on data and control dependence, and all modified statements which the failure depends on are reported. However, data and control dependence are often abundant in a program, and consequently dynamic slicing often reports an overwhelming number of program statements.

Delta Debugging. Zeller et al. pioneered delta debugging to isolate the failure-inducing changes by repetitively reverting different subsets of changes between original correct version and current regression version [12], [13]. Their approach reports a smallest subset of changes which can be reverted to recover the original program behavior. Intuitive as the approach is, it suffers from an inherent drawback, i.e., the number of reverted subsets is exponential to the number of changes. Assume that there are \( N \) changes between two versions, theoretically, we need to revert \( 2^N \) subsets to isolate the failure-inducing changes. Therefore, delta debugging based techniques [12], [13], [14], [15] have to apply various heuristics to balance the trade-off between the accuracy and efficiency. We further show how such heuristics sacrifice the accuracy in Section 2.

Symbolic Analysis. The other line of works is based on symbolic analysis [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. A representative work is AFTER [20], which works as follows. Given a test case (with an assertion), its symbolic execution is captured as a conjunctive predicate. For example, the execution of the following statements \( \{ a=0; b=1; b+=a; \ldots; assert(b<0) \} \) can
be converted into a conjunctive predicate $P = (a \equiv 0) \land (b_0 = 1) \land (b_1 = b_0 + a) \land \cdots \land (b_k < 0)$. As the execution result is incorrect, the converted conjunctive predicate must be evaluated to be FALSE. Then, it selects a smallest subset of conjuncts from $P$ (including the assertion) whose conjunction is still FALSE. Such subset is called a minimum unsatisfiable core. Finally, the approach reports the changed statements whose execution is responsible for minimum unsatisfiable core. Novel as this line of approaches are, the runtime overhead and capability of handling complicated program expressions are usually the bottleneck for their practical use. Moreover, only analyzing the code in regression version may miss reporting the deletion changes (see details in Section 2).

On locating and explaining the root cause of a program bug, trace-alignment-based approaches have inherently advantage [21], [22], [23], [24]. Those approaches align the correct and incorrect executions. Taking the correct execution as the reference, we can check incorrect execution to narrow down the infected steps towards the root cause. Through the execution information, programmers can not only know where the root cause lies, but also the dynamic causalities on how the faulty code propagates the defect through infected steps. Johnson et al. [23] propose trace alignment technique to align the execution traces of two runs of the same malware program (with different input), building a casual difference graph for analyzing its behavior. Weeratunge et al. [24] propose their trace alignment technique for different traces of two runs of the same concurrent program to identify the concurrency bug. Despite these approaches have shown good potentials, we cannot apply their approach to locating regression bug because these approaches works for aligning variational traces derived from the same program while the regression bug localization requires to align traces derived from different versions with non-negligible number of code modifications. The challenges of identifying root cause of a regression bug lies in (1) how to align the execution traces for modified parts of code in correct and regression versions, and (2) how to report unexecuted modification (e.g., code deletion) as root cause through the aligned traces.

In this work, we propose a trace-based approach called Explain Regressions via Alignment Slicing and mEnding (ERASE) to address above challenges. Our approach not only has a decent accuracy over existing regression fault localization approaches [24], [25], [26], [27] but also can present how those changes propagate the defects to the observable failure. In this work, we enhance the existing trace alignment technique by proposing a novel relaxation approach to aligning traces derived from two versions of programs with considerable number of modifications. Then, we keep the trace of the original correct version as reference and infer the faulty steps on the trace of the regression version so that we can build a causality graph of how the defect is propagated. The causality graph answers not only the why questions (e.g., why a step is executed or why the variable value is 0) but the why-not questions (e.g., why certain expected step is not executed). Note that, in contrast to existing works [23], [24], [28], our causality graph describes how the defect propagates through both the execution steps and the unexecuted modifications like deletion.

```java
1: void testLang(int a[]){
2:     for(int i=0; i<2; i++)
3:         if((i%2==0))
4:             a[i]=a[i]+1;
5:         int max=a[0];
6:         if(max>a[1])
7:             max=a[1];
8:     out=max;
9:     out=out-a[0];
10:    assert(out==2);
11: }
```

(a) Original version $P$ 
(b) Regression Version $P'$

Fig. 1. Two versions of motivating example.

We implement a proof-of-concept tool (ERASE) for both Java and C/C++ programs. Its screenshots and demo videos are available at [29] and [30]. We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach by conducting a comparative experiment on 24 real-world C regressions. We evaluate the applicability of our approach (i.e., when our approach can and cannot work) on 298 Java regressions in the Defects4J bug repository. The results of comparative experiment show that our approach is more accurate on isolating the failure-inducing changes than the state-of-the-art techniques. The results of applicability experiment show the potential limitations of trace-based approach and provide guidance for how to apply our approach in practice. (The discussion on the limitations of dynamic approach can be checked in Section 5.2.3).

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

- Given two traces from two versions of a program, we extend existing trace alignment techniques with a novel relaxation technique to align the executions of two program versions with considerable number of modifications.
- We adopt the alignment slicing and mending technique on locating regression bugs, which derives a causality graph including both execution steps and unexecuted modifications to explain the regression failure.
- We implement ERASE for both Java and C programs, providing an interactive tool for programmers to explore why a regression failure happens in practice.
- We study the effectiveness of our approach on an experiment on 24 real-world C regressions, which demonstrates the effectiveness of ERASE over state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, our applicability experiment on 298 Defects4J bugs allows us to understand the limitation of trace-based approach and provides guidance on its practical use.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a motivating example to illustrate the idea of ERASE. Section 3 presents the detailed algorithms. Section 4 describes our C and Java implementations of ERASE. Section 5 reports the experimental results. Section 6 reviews the related work. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses our future work.

2 Motivating Example

Fig. 1 shows a simplified regression in the Apache Lang project. For clarity, we use simplified input and code while...
keeping its non-triviality. In this example, the new version testLang’ makes four changes c1-c4 to the old version testLang. The method takes as input an array, increases the value of its elements with odd indices, and outputs the subtraction of the maximum and first elements. Given an input a which is [1,2,3] and testLang passes while testLang’ fails.

In this example, the failure of testLang’ is caused by mistakenly deleting the if-condition in line 3. The changes c2, c3 and c4 only re-implement or improve the function to compute the maximum of the input array. Unfortunately, the existing techniques (including dynamic slicing [10], delta debugging [12], [13], and symbolic analysis [20]) fail to identify the change c1 as the root cause. In the following, we first present how our approach works for regression showed in Fig. 1, then we explain how state-of-the-art approaches fail to locate the failure-inducing change c1.

2.1 Illustrating ERASE

In our approach, we use the original trace as a reference to examine how the regression trace generates the failure and propagates the defects. We first align the passing and failing traces. Based on the matching results, we apply alignment slicing and mending (see Section 3.4) to construct a causality graph to explain why and how the root cause is propagated towards the failure.

The original and regression traces for the code in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3. We use L as to represent a specific trace step, L represents the line number, the superscript k represents the times of L being executed, and the subscript π represents the original or regression trace (π for original one and π’ for regression one). For example, 2^1_π represents the second execution of line 2 on the original trace.

Trace Alignment. There are two challenges for aligning the original and regression traces. First, a program statement may be executed multiple times due to loops and function calls [23], it is non-trivial to match those steps executing same program statements. For example, it is a non-trivial task to automatically decide whether the step 4^1_π matches 4^1_π’ or 4^1_π’ π in Fig. 3, 4^1_π and 4^1_π’ are considered as matched if we regard the trace-matching problem as traditional sequence matching problem, as in [31], [32]. Nevertheless, such a match is inaccurate and prevents us from locating the regression bug. The inaccuracy lies in that simple sequential matching ignores trace structural semantics. Note that, 2^1_π and 4^1_π’ are in the same iteration but 2^1_π and 4^1_π are not, sequential matching breaks such structural semantics of execution trace. Second, we need to consider the semantic equivalence of dynamic traces with regard to source code changes. For example, given the input a=[1, 2], the trace T_{a}=(5^1_π, 6^1_π, 4^1_π) is equivalent to the trace T_{a}=(5^1_π, 6^1_π) as both execution aims to compute the max value in a=[1, 2].

Note that, the challenge is that line 6–7 in original version is an if-condition while line 6–7 is a loop-condition. Their dynamic semantic is equivalent despite that static semantics is not. Classical trace alignment algorithm [23], [24] working on variational traces derived from same version of program cannot address this problem.

In this work, we develop a trace alignment algorithm designated for facilitating our alignment slicing and mending technique so that we can generate causal graph (as shown in Fig. 2) to (1) identify the failure-inducing change (see the box with red text in Fig. 2), and (2) show why and how the root cause is propagated to the unexpected failure. In Fig. 2, solid rectangles represent execution steps, dashed rectangles represent unexecuted code, bi-directional lines represent matching relation between steps/code, solid lines represent data dependencies, and dashed lines represent control dependencies. In addition, each step is equipped with a list of its read/written variable values (see grey rectangles). We illustrate its construction as follows.

Alignment Slicing. Alignment slicing is designed for answering why questions, e.g., why the value of variable in a step in one trace is different from that in its counterpart in the other trace? It achieves this by comparing aligned trace steps in two traces so that we trace data dependence when variable value is different and control dependence when some steps cannot be aligned. In this example, our tool ERASE starts the process from the step 10^1_π where the failure is observed. At this step, the value of used variable out is incorrect as its value is different from that of the matching step 10^1_π’ (1 versus 2). Thus, ERASE tracks data dependence backward from 10^1_π’ through variable out to 9^1_π where out is defined. At the step 9^1_π, there are two read variables: out and a[0]. The value of out is correct as its value is the same with that of the matching step 9^1_π’ (3 versus 3). However, the value of a[0] is incorrect as its value is different from that of the matching step 9^1_π’ (2 versus 1). In the same vein, ERASE follows backward data dependence from 9^1_π to 4^1_π’ through a[0]. The step 4^1_π’ has no matching step on the original trace.
In order to answer the question why $4^1$ can be executed, we backward follows its control dependence to $2^1$ (not shown in Fig. 2). However, the step $2^1$ and its matching step $2^1$ have the same branch evaluation. As a result, it seems to run into a dead-end, from which the slicing can no longer work.

Alignment Mending. Our approach bypasses such dead-end by asking and answering why-not questions by alignment mending. Before reaching the dead-end at $2^1$, ERASE asks why step $4^1$ should NOT be executed (as $4^1$ has no matching step on the other trace $\pi$). To answer such why-not question, ERASE switches to the other trace $\pi$ to identify a step responsible for the deviated control flow. As a result, the step $3^1$ (executing the if-statement $1$ if $(1 \% 2 == 1)$) is mended because $4^1$ can be matched (as line 4 will be executed in the first iteration in $\pi$) if the boolean expression $1 \% 2 == 1$ is evaluated to true.

Moreover, the step $1^1$ is identical to $1^1$. Therefore, there is no more different steps to proceed, thus ERASE terminates and reports the change $c1$ as the root cause, i.e., failure-inducing change.

What if Trace Alignment is Incorrect? Then, we illustrate how incorrect trace alignment affects our root cause location for regression bugs. Assume that the two steps $4^1$ and $4^1$ are matched (which is incorrect). When ERASE proceeds to $4^1$, it asks why the value of used variable $i$ in $4^1$ is different from that in $4^1$. As a result, ERASE will traverse through data flow and proceed to $2^1$ and $1^1$, and consequently misses reporting the change at line 3.

2.2 Comparing to Other Approaches

In this section, we briefly discuss how existing state-of-the-art approaches work and how they miss reporting the failure-inducing change $c1$ in Fig. 1.

Dynamic Slicing: Given a trace $\pi$ and a criterion $s$, dynamic slicing [8] identifies the steps on $\pi$ that contribute to $s$ by data- and control-dependence. Considering the two steps $10^1$ and $10^1$ as criteria, dynamic slicing on $\pi$ and $\pi'$ reports the results $S_{\pi} = \{1^1, 6^1, 7^1, 8^1, 9^1, 10^1\}$ and $S_{\pi'} = \{1^1, 2^1, 4^1, 5^1, 8^1, 9^1, 10^1\}$. We can see that $S_{\pi}$ reports 6 out of 13 steps and $S_{\pi'}$ reports 7 out of 11 are failure-relevant. Furthermore, the included changes $c2, c3$, and $c4$ in $S_{\pi}$ and $S_{\pi'}$ are not the root causes.

Augmented Delta Debugging. Fig. 4 shows the process of applying Augmented Delta Debugging (ADD) [15] to the example in Fig. 1. Let $F$ be the set of executed changes between two versions, i.e., $\{c1, c2, c3, c4\}$. First, $F$ is partitioned into $d_1 = \{c1, c2\}$ and $d_2 = \{c3, c4\}$. Assuming that the changes in $d_1$ is irrelevant to the regression failure, ADD applies $F \setminus d_1 = \{c3, c4\}$ to the correct version, it turns out that regression failure happens. Thus, ADD considers that the failure-inducing changes reside in $F \setminus d_1 = \{c3, c4\}$.

Next, ADD further partitions $\{c3, c4\}$ into $d_3 = \{c3\}$ and $d_4 = \{c4\}$. Assuming the change in $d_3$ is irrelevant to the regression failure, ADD applies $F \setminus d_3 = \{c1, c2, c4\}$ to the correct version and the regression failure remains. Therefore, ADD reports $d_4 = \{c4\}$ responsible for the failure, which is different from the actual root cause $c1$. Note that, all the 32 reverting process does not introduce syntactic or compilation error, i.e., no construction error [13] does not happen. Therefore, ADD cannot switch back to $d_1$ to locate the root cause.

ADD fails to report the root cause $c1$ for two reasons. First, ADD adopts a binary search heuristic to narrow down the failure-inducing change for efficiency, which miss a lot possible change combinations. Second, ADD assumes that the changes are independent with each other, which is not true for our example in Fig. 1.

2.3 Symbolic Approach (AFTER). AFTER [20] assumes the assertion (i.e., $\text{assert}(\text{out}=2)$, line 10 in Fig. 1) holds, and then conducts weakest precondition computation on the trace $\pi'$ as shown in Table 1. Since the assertion fails, the weakest precondition computation leads to an unsatisfiable (UNSAT) core: ($a[0] = 1$) $\land$ ($a[1] = 2$) $\land$ ($a[0]^0 = 32$) $\land$ ($a[0] + 1$) $\land$ ($a[1]^0 = a[1] + 1$) $\land$ ($\text{max}(a[1])$ $\land$ ($\text{out}_0 = \text{max}$) $\land$ ($\text{out}_1 = \text{out}_0 - a[0]$) $\Rightarrow$ ($\text{out}_1 \neq a[1]$). Then, AFTER maps the UNSAT core to a set of program statements $\phi_0 = \{s_1, s_4, s_5, s_7, s_8, s_9, s_{10}\}$ where $s_k$ represents the program statement at line $k$ in Fig. 1b. Since only the change $c2$ that corresponds to statement $s_5 \in \phi_0$ is involved, AFTER reverts $c2$, re-compiles, and re-executes the program. Since the assertion still fails after $c2$ is reverted, AFTER concludes that $\phi_0$ is not the root cause. Otherwise, reverting $c2$ would fix the failure. At the moment, there is no more critical predicate for $\phi_0$. As a result, AFTER terminates without reporting any root cause. In this case, AFTER fails to report the root cause because the failure-inducing change is a deletion, which can never be publicly included in the weakest precondition calculation.

Symbolic Approach (Darwin). Another classical symbolic approach is Darwin [33]. Given a test case $t$ whose executed symbolic path condition in original program $P$ is $f(t)$ and that in regression program $P'$ is $f'(t)$, Darwin synthesizes a new test case $t'$ so that $f'(t') \land \neg f(t)$. The difference $f'(t)$ and $f(t)$ is considered as the potential root cause. Novel as Darwin is, it fails to locate the root cause in our example.

Let $t \leftarrow a = \{1, 2\}$, it is possible for Darwin to synthesize $t' \leftarrow a = \{2, 1\}$ which meets the requirement $f(t') \land \neg f(t)$. In our example, $f(t') = f(t) = "i_0 < 2 \land i_0 \% 2! = 1 \land i_1 < 353$.
2 ∧ i|2 <= 1 ∧ a|1 = a|1 + 1 ∧ max ≥ a|1". In contrast, f'(i) and f'(i') are different in that the condition in line 6 is false for t while true for t'. Therefore, Darwin will report c4 as the root cause, which is different from the actual root cause c1.

3 METHODOLOGY

Fig. 5 illustrates the overall workflow of our approach. In Fig. 5, each rectangle represents an artifact and each rounded rectangle represents a sub-process in our approach. Our approach takes as input two versions P and P' of a program and a test case I that passes P while fails P', and outputs the the failure-inducing changes and the explanation of how it propagates defects to the failure. As showed in Fig. 5, we first compute static source code changes (step 1) and execution traces of both original and regression version (step 2). Then, we match the original and regression traces with regard to the static source code changes (step 3). Along with the static changes, execution traces, and trace matching result, we apply alignment slicing and mending to isolate the failure-inducing changes as well as the explanation.

In the following, we illustrate code alignment, trace alignment, and alignment slicing and mending in details.

3.1 Code Alignment

The challenge of code alignment is to align code elements with regard to fine-grained syntactic features. Fig. 6 shows an regression example taken from JFreechart project. Text differencing tool like diff in Linux may report the difference that line 4–10 in original version is replaced by line 4–6 in regression version. Such a differencing report is correct but too coarse because a step executing line 4–10 in original version could be matched to any step executing line 4–6 in regression version, leading to false causalities reported by our dynamic approach. To address this issue, we refine the differencing result with our previous syntax-aware diff algorithm [32], [34]. More specifically, we transfer the code into a token sequence where each token is attached with AST type information. Thus, we can calculate the similarity score of each pair of token with regard to their code position as well as AST syntax. Hence, we use LCS-based approach to align the token sequence by computing a common subsequence with maximum token similarity. With the reference to the common subsequence, we can compute more fine grained difference. In the example in Fig. 6, the line 9 in Fig. 6a can only match line 5 in Fig. 6b as they are of return-statement AST node. Readers can go through more details in [32], [34].

3.2 Trace Alignment

Different from existing approaches [24], [25], [26], [27], we align two traces by: (1) strictly following the boundary appearing order of loop iteration in trace and (2) identifying equivalent semantics of trace steps with regard to static code changes. For clarity, we first introduce how we align intra-method traces. We will first justify our iteration order based matching principle (Section 3.2.1) and how we identify equivalent trace semantics (Section 3.2.2). Then, we extend our argument to align inter-method traces (Section 3.2.3). Finally, we present the general trace alignment algorithm (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 Iteration Order Based Principle

Given a program P, its control flow graph (CFG) G, and an input I for P, we regard the execution trace \( T \) as a traversal on G with regard to I. Therefore, given an input, matching the traces of two versions of a program is equivalent to comparing two traversals on similar CFGs. Given an input I, two CFGs G and \( G' \), we denote the traversal of \( T \) on \( G = (N, E) \) and \( G' = (N', E') \) as \( T \) and \( T' \). Given \( T \) and \( T' \) are represented by a sequence of CFG nodes, namely, \( T = \langle s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m \rangle \) and \( T' = \langle s'_1, s'_2, \ldots, s'_n \rangle \), \( s_i(i = 1, \ldots, m) \) and \( s'_j(j = 1, \ldots, n) \) are the nodes in \( N \) and \( N' \). Moreover, we use \( T_i \) to denote the sequence of first i CFG nodes in \( T \), and \( T'[i] \) to denote the i-th element (or step) in \( T \) (i starts with 1), and \( T[i].node \) to denote the CFG node where the step \( T'[i] \) executes.

Let us take the code in Fig. 7a for example. Its CFG is showed in the left part of Fig. 8 where each CFG node is labelled corresponding to the line number in Fig. 7a. Given

1: boolean equals(Object obj) 1: boolean equals(Object obj) 
2: if (obj == this) 2: if (obj == this) 
3: return true; 3: return true; 
4: int s = size(); 4: if (obj == null) 
5: for (int i = 0; i < s; i++) 5: return false; 
6: if (!util.equals( 6: return super.equals(obj)); 
7: (Shape)(get(i)); 
8: (Shape)(that.get(i))); 
9: return false; 
10: return true; 
11: return true; 

(a) Original version P (b) Regression Version P'

Based on the differencing results, we can have a code matching function \( match \) given a code element \( c \) in original (regression) version, we can have its fine grained corresponding code element \( match(c) \). Note that \( match(c) \) can be \( \epsilon \) (i.e., empty).

Fig. 7. Two versions \( P \) and \( P' \) for trace alignment.
Fig. 8. CFG matching.

the input x as 0, the traversal $T = \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2, 8\}$, $T_2 = \{2, 3, 4, 5\}$, and $T[5].node = 6$.

With static code matching technique, we can have a bilateral matching function $\text{match}$ so that $\text{match}(n) = n'$ and $\text{match}(n') = n$ where $n \in N$ and $n' \in N'$. Note that $n$ and $n'$ can be $\epsilon$, which means that the static change is either a deletion (i.e., $\text{match}(n) = \epsilon$) or an addition (i.e., $\text{match}(n') = \epsilon$). Moreover, if $n \neq \epsilon$ and $n' \neq \epsilon$, $\text{match}(n) = n'$ is equivalent to $\text{match}(n') = n$. The blue dashed line in Fig. 8 shows the matching relation for CFG nodes of the code in Fig. 7.

A traversal is a dynamic walking process on a graph. Aligning two traversals $T$ and $T'$ is to identify when the walk of $T'$ synchronizes with or deviates from $T$.

We can see that the complication of aligning two traversals lies in the loop in CFG as they incur repetitive CFG nodes in traversals. Assume that there is no loop in CFG, each step in a traversal walks to a unique CFG node. Thus, with regard to $\text{match}$ function, aligning two traversals is equivalent to finding the longest common subsequence of two sequences of CFG nodes.

**Argument on Iteration Boundary.** Let us call each time a traversal walks through a static loop an iteration. We first argue that iterations should be matched with regard to its boundary, i.e., the steps in iteration $T$ in $T$ cannot be matched to steps in different iterations in $T'$, and vice versa. Therefore, we annotate iteration boundary for each traversal so that we can regard each iteration as a separate unit as a single step. For example, given the input $x=0$, the traversal for code in Fig. 7a is $T = \{[2, 3, 4, 5, 6], [2, 3, 4, 5], [2], 8\}$, and the traversal for code in Fig. 7b is $T' = \{[2', 3', 6'], [2', 3', 4', 3', 4', 3', 6']_2, [2', 13], 8'\}$. We use brackets to represent the iterations generated by the loop in each traversal. The order of iteration is represented by the subscript.

**Argument on Iteration Order.** Next, given two traversals $T$ and $T'$, if they respectively go through the loops which are statically matched in CFGs $G$ and $G'$, then their derived iterations must be strictly aligned in the traversing order. For the example in Fig. 7 and the corresponding CFGs in Fig. 8, the CFGs in Fig. 8 has a matched loop with loop head of node 2. According to our argument, as the loop is matched, its $k$th iteration in $T$ should only be aligned to the $k$th iteration in $T'$, regardless how similar the traversing path of $i$th iteration in $T$ and $j$th iteration in $T'$ where $i \neq j$. Therefore, the iteration matching should be as Fig. 9. We provide a more sophisticated proof and argument in Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TSE.2019.2949568.

Therefore, we can align two traversals with the following routine. We first abstract each iteration so that each iteration is regarded as a single iteration step (e.g., $[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]$ in $T$) and the iterations derived from the same loop are assigned with its iteration order. Thus, a traversal can be converted into a sequence consists of either normal steps or iteration steps. Iteration steps can be matched only if they are derived from statically matched loops and share the same iteration order. In this regard, every step in the sequence is unique. Thus we adopt longest common subsequence for the converted traversal. If two iteration steps are matched (e.g., $[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]_1$ in $T$ matches $[2', 3', 6']$, in $T'$), we apply the same routine for their path until the alignment process ends.

3.2.2 Adapting Source Code Change

Compared to existing solutions [24], [26] designed for aligning traces derived from the same program, our work is designed for aligning traces derived from two versions of a program under the same input. Thus, we need to address the challenge of identifying the semantically equivalent parts of two executions even if their source code is different because of code change. Semantically equivalent parts mean the control flow semantics to control the execution of the program. Note that, the tree showed in Fig. 10 is constructed from the program execution trace and the non-leaf nodes are usually branching node such as while, for, etc. Therefore, the code change applied on branching node affects our trace alignment result.

In this work, we study whether the code change of added/deleted/updated branching node makes a difference on the final execution output. If some do not, we consider the change keeps the flow semantics. With regard to the changes on control flow structure, we define four types of code changes which may preserve the flow semantics of dynamic execution even if the control flow structure is changed.

1. **Add/Deletion Selection**: When the regression version adds or deletes a selection (e.g., `if` statement), the execution of regression version still preserve the flow semantics if the evaluation of the added or deleted condition is true. For example, Fig. 7b deletes an `if` statement (i.e., `if (x==0)`) in Fig. 7a, the tree alignment would not be influenced if the x==0 is evaluated to be `true` in original execution. That is, the execution of line 6 in Fig. 7a should be aligned with the execution of line 6 in Fig. 7b. Note that, existing approaches [24], [26] follows strict control flow, which can miss such alignment.

2. **Replace Selection (or Loop) with Loop (or Selection)**: When the regression version replaces a selection with a loop, or vice versa, the execution of regression version still preserve the flow semantics between the

![Fig. 9. Iteration alignment example.](image-url)
execution of the selection and the first iteration derived from the loop. For example, Fig. 7b replaces if statement with a while statement (line 3), we should align the execution of line 4 in Fig. 7a with the execution of line 4 in Fig. 7b, even if the latter is under iteration.

3. Add/Delete Loop: Based on above two points, when the regression version adds or deletes a loop, the execution of regression version still preserve the flow semantics for the first iteration derived from the loop.

4. Replace Loop (or Selection) with Loop (or Selection): When the regression version replaces a loop (selection) with a loop (selection), the execution of regression version still preserve the flow semantics if the evaluation of the loop (selection) are the same. For example, the regression version replaces a for statement with a while statement, it does not influence the flow semantics if both boolean expression are evaluated to true or false.

Our aforementioned iteration based approach can well address the first and fourth points. It is because that, comparing to control flow based alignment strategy [24], [26], the iteration order based alignment strategy does not strictly require the match of executed control nodes. As long as a CFG node is executed (regardless whether it is controlled by a selection), the longest subsequence is sufficient to capture the control flow difference. Nevertheless, we need to adjust our matching criteria for the second and third points.

Alignment Complication Introduced by Change. Consider the example in Fig. 7 (with input $x=0$) where we match $I = [2, 3, 4, 5]_2$ in $T$ with $I' = [2', 3', 4', 3', 6']_2$ in $T'$, i.e., the second group of aligned iterations in Fig. 9. According to our argument for matching criteria (underlined text), $I[3]$ should match $I'[3]$ (i.e., 4 and 4' in CFGs) because $I_2$ and $I'_2$ are well aligned and $\text{match}(I[3].\text{node}) = I'[3].\text{node}$. However, if we abstract the traversal of two iterations, we have $I = [2, 3, 4, 5]_2$ while $I' = [2', 3', 4']_2$. As an iteration step cannot match a normal step, which makes $I[3]$ and $I'[3]$ fail to match with each other. Source code modification causes such a complication as a loop structure is created by introducing an edge from node 4' to node 3' and the branch node 3 is turned into a loop head.

To this end, we relax the abstraction for first iteration to address this problem. Namely, we do not abstract the first iteration derived from any static loop. Fig. 10 shows the example of how relaxation helps match original and regression trees derived from Fig. 7 with input $x=0$. In Fig. 10, the relaxed steps from the first iteration are highlighted by red dashed rectangles. In the fourth layer, we have $I = [2, 3, 4, 5]_2$ (on the fourth layer) while $I' = [2', 3', 4', 3', 6']_2$ (on the fourth and fifth layer). Note that $I'[2]$ (i.e., 3') and $I'[3]$ (i.e., 4') are regarded as normal steps instead of being abstracted into an iteration step.

The relaxation is sound because traversing the first iteration of a loop is semantically equivalent to traversing through a true/false branch of a selection node of the same condition. Moreover, after relaxing the first iteration, the items under any non-leaf node are still unique. It is because the steps relaxed from the first iteration step must be different from either iteration step (because the step type is different) or other normal step (because otherwise other normal steps should form an iteration step). Therefore, we can still adopt longest common subsequence for the converted traversal. The blue dashed lines in Fig. 10 shows the alignment between $I$ and $I'$ after relaxation.

### 3.2.3 Extension to Function Call

Now, we discuss the case when the traversals include function call, which is another reason for repetitive CFG nodes in a traversal. Let us first call each time a traversal walks through a function as a call. Despite a function can be called many times, its calls should be aligned with the same boundary requirement as iteration. That is, the steps in a call $C \in T$ cannot be matched to steps in different calls in $T'$. Therefore, we can also abstract the whole steps of a call by adding call boundary into a “call step”.

### 3.2.4 Overall Alignment Algorithm

Based on the above arguments, we convert a traversal $T$ into an abstraction tree $T = (N, E)$ in which each $n \in N$ corresponds to a step $T[k] \in T$ and each $e \in E$ represents a parent-child relation, which is either of the following two cases:

- a step starting a call and all the derived steps in the call are its children.
a step starting a loop, all its derived steps are its children, and each of its iteration (except the first one) are regarded as an separate step.

3.3 Difference With Existing Approaches

We summarize the differences between our approach and existing approaches [24], [26] in three folds. First, we address different alignment problem from that of existing solutions [24], [26]. We align traces derived from running same input for two different versions of program and they align traces derived from running two different inputs for the same version of program. Second, existing solutions derive tree from trace via control flow point of view, in contrast, our approach derives tree from trace via iteration point of view. That is, they transfer a trace step into a non-leaf node in the tree if it is either a selection or loop, while we only transfer a trace step into a non-leaf node only if it is a loop. Iteration-based alignment has a coarser granularity, nevertheless, we show that it (1) has all the information to align the trace and (2) allows relaxation technique for better accuracy in our program settings. Third, our approach uses relaxation technique to handle the effect introduced by the code changes.

3.4 Alignment Slicing and Mending

Rationale. Based on the result of trace alignment, given a step \( s \) on either trace, \( s \) can be a clue to find the root cause if \( s \neq IDT \). Starting from a step \( s \) where the failure is manifested, the rationale of alignment slicing and mending is to keep asking why and why not questions so that we can track back from \( s \) to its root cause. In particular, alignment slicing is used for answering why questions while alignment mending is used for answering why-not questions.

Given a trace step \( s \), if \( s \neq IDT \), it could be caused by either (1) different data flow (i.e., \( s \neq DAT \)) from that in the other trace, (2) different control flow (i.e., \( s \neq CTL \)) from that in the other trace, and (3) code modification (i.e., \( s \neq SRC \)). In the following, we first discuss different data flow and control flow, and discuss the code modification at the end.

If \( s \neq DAT \), there must be a variable \( var \) read by \( s \) and its match \( s.match \) so that the value of \( var \) in \( s \) (denoted as \( val \)) is different from that in \( s' \) (denoted as \( val' \)). Therefore, we asks the following two questions:

(1) Why \( val = val' \)?
(2) Why not \( val = val' \)?

3.2.5 Alignment Result Taxonomy

Each element in the resulted match set (i.e., the returned output of Algorithm 1) is a pair of steps \( \langle s, s' \rangle \) where \( s \) comes from the original trace and \( s' \) comes from the regression trace. Note that either \( s \) or \( s' \) can be \( \epsilon \), i.e., the step \( s \) or \( s' \) cannot be matched to any step in the other trace. In addition, we define that \( s.match = s' \) if \( s \neq \epsilon \) and \( s'.match = s \) if \( s' \neq \epsilon \). According to the results of trace alignment, for each step \( s \) in either original or regression trace, we denote the type of \( s \) as \( s.type \), the matched step of \( s \) as \( s.match \). We categorize a step \( s \) as follows:

- \( s.type = SRC \) : the source code of \( s \) is different between two versions;
- \( s.type = CTL \) : the step \( s \) has no matching step (\( s.match = \epsilon \)), i.e., it has a different control flow;
- \( s.type = DAT \) : the step \( s \) read variables with different values from its matching step, i.e., it has a different data flow;
- \( s.type = IDT \) : the step \( s \) is exactly the same with its matching step in terms of the source code, data flow, and control flow.

Note that, SRC is not exclusive from CTL and DAT.

Algorithm 1. TraceAlign(TreeNode \( r \), TraceNode \( r' \), MatchFunction \( match \), MatchSet \( MSet \))

1. children \( \leftarrow r.directChildren(); \)
2. children' \( \leftarrow r'.directChildren(); \)
3. pairList \( \leftarrow \) computeLongestSubsequence(children, children', match);
4. for each pair \( \in \) pairList do
5. \( MSet \leftarrow MSet \cup \) pair;
6. if pair contains function call then
7. \( TraceAlign\) (pair.s, pair.s'.match);
8. else if pair contains iteration then
9. \( TraceAlign\) (pair.s, pair.s'.match);
10. return \( MSet; \)
Control Why-not Question: Why the value of variable \( \text{var} \) is not \( \text{val} \)?

Data Slicing and Mending. As for answering data why question, we apply data slicing on the variable \( \text{var} \) on \( s \). More specifically, we locate the data dominator of \( s \) with regard to \( \text{var} \), i.e., the latest step before \( s \) which defines \( \text{var} \), denoted as \( \text{dd}(s, \text{var}) \). The variable definition behavior of \( \text{dd}(s, \text{var}) \) directly answers why the value of \( \text{var} \) is of a different value from that in \( s.\text{match} \). As for answering data why-not question, we first locate \( s.\text{match} \) and compute \( \text{dd}(s.\text{match}, \text{var}) \). As a result, we need to check three more steps, i.e., \( \text{dd}(s, \text{var}), s.\text{match}, \) and \( \text{dd}(s.\text{match}, \text{var}) \). Algorithm 2 shows how we collect the set of steps through data slicing and mending process.

Algorithm 2. dataSlicingAndMending(Trace \( \pi \), Trace \( \pi' \), Step \( s \))

1. \( \text{varSet} \leftarrow \{ \text{var} | \text{var} \text{ reads different value in } s \} \);
2. \( \text{set} \leftarrow \emptyset \);
3. for \( \text{var} \) in \( \text{varSet} \), do
   1. \( s_d \leftarrow \text{dd}(s, \text{var}) \);
   2. \( s_d' \leftarrow \text{dd}(s.\text{match}, \text{var}) \);
   3. \( \text{set} \leftarrow \text{set} \cup \{ s_d, s_d', s.\text{match} \} \);
4. return \( \text{set} \);

Fig. 11 shows an example and the execution traces \( T \) and \( T' \) for Figs. 11a and 11b is showed in Fig. 13. The change is that an if-statement is added in line 4. For formatting reason, we let the original line 4 be an empty line. Let the input \( x=0 \), then both traces have 5 steps, i.e., \( T = \{1, 2, 3, 5, 6\} \) and \( T' = \{1', 2', 3', 4', 6\} \). For simplicity, we use line number in Fig. 11 to indicate the CFG node number, as showed in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 represents the data dependency with solid lines and control dependency with dashed lines. Suppose we are looking at the step \( T[5] \) (i.e., \( T[5].\text{node} = 6 \)). Based on the alignment result, \( T[5].\text{match} = T'[5] \). Moreover, the value of variable \( a \) in \( T'[5] \) is 0 while that that in \( T[5] \) is 1. Thus, \( T[5].\text{type} = \text{DAT} \). In such case, we apply data slicing for \( T[5] \) on variable \( a \) to reach \( T'[4] \), and apply data mending on \( T[5] \) to reach \( T'[5] \) and \( T'[2] \).

Given a trace step \( s \), if \( s.\text{type} = \text{CTL} \), i.e., \( s.\text{match} = \epsilon \), we asks the following two questions:

- Control Why Question: Why \( s \) is executed?
- Control Why-not Question: Why \( s.\text{match} \) is not executed?

Control Slicing and Mending. As for answering control why question, we apply control slicing on \( s \). More specifically, we locate the control dominator of \( s \) (denoted as \( \text{cd}(s) \)), i.e., the latest step before \( s \) so that its CFG node is control depended by \( s.\text{node} \). The flow altered by \( \text{cd}(s) \) directly answers why step \( s \) is executed. As for answering control why-not question, we conduct control mending as follows. First, we locate the source code (or CFG node) \( n' = \text{match}(s.\text{node}) \). Then, we locate the latest step \( s' \) which makes \( n' \) fail to be executed. As a result, we need to check two more steps \( \text{cd}(s) \) and \( s' \), as well as a static source code \( n' \). Algorithm 3 shows how we collect the set of steps through control slicing and mending process.

Algorithm 3. controlSlicingAndMending(Trace \( \pi \), Trace \( \pi' \), Step \( s \))

1. \( s_e \leftarrow \text{cd}(s) \);
2. \( n' \leftarrow \text{match}(s.\text{node}) \);
3. \( s_e \leftarrow \text{the controlling step in } \pi' \) to make \( n' \) unexecuted;
4. return \( \{ s_e, s' \} \);

For example in Figs. 11 and 13, suppose we are looking at the step \( T[4] \) (as it is the answer for why the value of variable \( a \) read by \( T[5] \) is not 17). The control slicing will reach the step \( f \) calling the \( \text{example}() \) method. The control mending will first locate the source code line 5 at Fig. 11b. Then, we can locate \( T'[4] \) as it is the latest step which makes line 5 fail to be executed.

Now, we discuss the case when \( s'.\text{type} = \text{SRC} \). Given a regression code can be complicated (e.g., refactoring and feature enhancement), we take a conservative strategy so that we conduct both data/control slicing and mending.

Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code for alignment slicing and mending. Its input are two traces \( \pi \) and \( \pi' \), and a step \( s \) where the failure manifests. Its output is a step set \( \text{reasonSet} \), including the steps on both traces which can serve as the explanation for \( s \). The algorithm starts with a worklist \( \text{worklist} \) containing only \( s \) (line 1). We pop out and check each step in \( \text{worklist} \) (line 4). Each time we reach a new non-IDT step through data/control slicing and mending, we add it into \( \text{worklist} \) and \( \text{reasonSet} \) (line 13–16). Note that, when applying data slicing and mending (line 7 and 8) on a step \( s \), we locate the data dominator for every read variable in \( s \) of different value with those read in \( s.\text{match} \).

Finally, we return \( \text{reasonSet} \) which records all the checked steps once appearing in \( \text{worklist} \).

Explanation Manifestation. When we have the returned \( \text{reasonSet} \) from Algorithm 4, it is straightforward to convert it into a bipartite graph \( G_b = (G_c, G_b, E) \) in which \( G_c = \{ s_c | s_c \in \text{reasonSet} \land s_c \in T \} \), \( G_b = \{ s_b | s_b \in \text{reasonSet} \land \)
Algorithm 4. AlignSliceMend(Trace \( \pi \), Trace \( \pi' \), Step \( s'_0 \))

1. \( \text{worklist} \leftarrow \{s'_0\} \);
2. \( \text{reasonSet} \leftarrow \emptyset \);
3. \( \text{while} \ \text{worklist} \neq \emptyset \) \( \text{do} \)
4. \( \ s \leftarrow \text{worklist.pop()} \);
5. \( \ \text{set}_d, \text{set}_e \leftarrow \emptyset \);
6. \( \ \text{if} \ \text{\texttt{s.type}} = \text{\texttt{SRC}} \) \( \text{then} \)
7. \( \ \text{set}_d \leftarrow \text{dataSlicingAndMending}(\pi, \pi', s) \);
8. \( \text{set}_e \leftarrow \text{controlSlicingAndMending}(\pi, \pi', s) \);
9. \( \text{else if} \ \text{\texttt{s.type}} = \text{\texttt{DAT}} \) \( \text{then} \)
10. \( \ \text{set}_d \leftarrow \text{dataSlicingAndMending}(\pi, \pi', s) \);
11. \( \text{else if} \ \text{\texttt{s.type}} = \text{\texttt{CTL}} \) \( \text{then} \)
12. \( \ \text{set}_e \leftarrow \text{controlSlicingAndMending}(\pi, \pi', s) \);
13. \( \ \text{for} \ s \in \text{Set}_d \cup \text{Set}_e \ \text{do} \)
14. \( \ \text{if} \ \text{\texttt{isVisited(s)}} \) \( \text{then} \)
15. \( \ \text{worklist} \leftarrow \text{worklist} \cup \{s\} \);
16. \( \ \text{reasonSet} \leftarrow \text{reasonSet} \cup \{s\} \);
17. \( \text{return} \ \text{reasonSet} \);

With the causality graph showed in Fig. 14, programmers can (1) know where is the failure inducing change (in this case, \( T'(4) \)) and (2) how such change can propagate the error to the final observable failure. In this case, the user can confirm the reported failure inducing change with the following causality chain: The fact that variable \( \texttt{a} \) is incorrect is due to the assignment is miss-executed; the fact of miss-execution of the assignment is due to the addition of a change in line 4. The causality chain also allows an interactive tool for users to explore the causality chain; a demo video is available in [29].

## 4 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement our approach to support both C/C++ and Java programs. Both tools implement our approach. The C++ version is available at [30], which is based on PIN tool [35]. The Java version is available at [29], which is based on JVM instrumentation technique. Both PIN and Java instrumentation allows us to retrieve various runtime information, e.g., execution trace, read/written variable information, etc.

Noteworthy, we also support user to explore the explanation in an interactive manner. A demo video can be checked at [29]. Trace are visualized into our abstraction tree mentioned in Section 3.2. Our tool first visualize the regression and original traces in left and right views. When the programmer clicks a step on a trace, we can (1) highlight its matched step in the other trace, (2) compare its read/written variables and (3) compare the corresponding source code in the eclipse editor. Programmer can choose to apply slicing and mending for each step as well. Based on our tool, programmer can explore how the defects propagate from the root cause in a more vivid and understandable way.

## 5 EVALUATION

We evaluate our approach with a comparative experiment and an applicability experiment. In the comparative experiment, we apply our technique along with dynamic slicing, delta-debugging and symbolic execution technique on 24 Linux programs. The comparative experiment helps us to understand both the advantage and disadvantage of our approach over existing state-of-the-art approaches. In the applicability experiment, we apply our technique on 297 Defect4J bugs [36] where the changes between the correct and buggy version includes only bug fixing. In contrast to the comparative experiment which evaluates the (dis)advantages of our approach, we use 298 Defect4J bugs as “tests” for our approach to help us understand the scenarios where our trace-based approach can and cannot work with larger scale of bugs, providing guidance for the practical use of our approach.

### 5.1 Comparative Experiment

In the comparative experiment, we evaluate how accurate is ERASE to isolate the root causes of real-world regressions comparing to state-of-the-art tools. We aim to answer the following research questions in this experiment:

- **RQ1:** How accurate is ERASE to isolate the root causes of real-world regressions?
- **RQ2:** How much effort is required to inspect the explanation of real-world regressions?
- **RQ3:** What is the runtime performance of ERASE on real-world regressions?

#### 5.1.1 Experiment Setup

We collected 24 regressions in this experiment to compare our approach with dynamic slicing [10], augmented delta debugging (ADD) [15], and symbolic approach (AFTER) [20]. In this experiment, we implemented dynamic slicing in ERASE for comparison. Given that the tools of ADD and AFTER are not available, we reuse their experimental results (including accuracy and runtime performance) to compare with our approach. In this regard, we select the subject regressions as follows. We select all 12 regressions used in Yi et al.’s ICSE’15 work (ADD) [15] and all 7 regressions used in Yu et al.’s ICSE’15 work (AFTER) [20]. Note that, Yi et al. [20] selected 7 regressions from the 12 regressions in the evaluation of ADD [15]. Thus, we have 7 regressions to compare all four approaches, and 5 (i.e., 12 - 7) regressions to compare dynamic slicing, ADD, AFTER and ERASE. Moreover, in order to generalize the results, we additionally choose 12 regressions with the criteria of large number of modifications and large program size. For
large number of modifications, we select 8 regressions from CoREBench regression benchmark [37]. CoREBench regression benchmark has 4 projects, and we select 2 regressions with largest number of modifications from each project. For large program size, we select 4 regressions with average 664 K lines of code (note that the largest program used in CoREBench has only 191 K lines of code). Given the tools of ADD and AFTER are not available, we compare ERASE with dynamic slicing on these 12 regressions. Readers can refer to Table 2 for more details of all 24 subject regressions.

As the configuration for the subject regressions are very different and even CoREBench does not report failure inducing changes, we manually run ERASE on all 24 regressions, isolate the failure inducing changes by reading the source code and bug description, and calculate precision and recall for the reported failure inducing changes. In this experiment, the changes reported are based on source code line. Thus, we compare the reported changed lines covered by causal graph with the reported changed lines by state-of-the-art approaches. Given the set of all reported changes as $A$, the set of reported failure inducing changes as $TP$, the set of all failure inducing changes as $Root$, The precision $p$ is calculated by $p = \frac{|TP|}{|Root|}$ and the recall $r$ is calculated by $r = \frac{|TP|}{|Root|}$. This comparative experiment is conducted on 32-bits Ubuntu 12.0 with 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5 CPU and 8G RAM.

### 5.1.2 Results

Table 3 shows the results of this comparative experiment, where each line indicates a subject regression, and their details including program name, size, the trace length of passing and failing version, number of modifications (#Ch), number of executed modifications (#Exec Ch), number of actual failure inducing changes (#R), as well as the precision ($Pre$), recall ($Rec$), and runtime overhead (Time) for each approach. Particularly, the executed modifications refer to the covered changes by the test case executing on either the regression version or the original version of the program.
For example, dynamic slicing misses reporting a failure-inducing change in program `indent`, which is showed in Listing 1. Its root cause lies in line 3 of Listing 1 where the boolean expression in if-condition should have been evaluated to true in the regression version. Thus, line 4 (i.e., `prefix_blankline_requested = 0`) is not executed. Note that dynamic slicing can only slice the incorrect data and control flow instead of missing flows. Hence, it cannot reach line 4 when slicing through the prefix_blankline_requested variable (as it is not executed). As a result, such a change is missed. In contrast, ERASE can report the change by comparing with the original trace via alignment mending technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>LoC (K)</th>
<th>Trace Length</th>
<th>#Ch</th>
<th>#Exec Ch</th>
<th>Dynamic Slicing</th>
<th>ADD</th>
<th>AFTER</th>
<th>ERASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Rec</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grep</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indent</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10538</td>
<td>10723</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5725</td>
<td>6059</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bash</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>111905</td>
<td>116345</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>208.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>20555.6</td>
<td>202774.2</td>
<td>557.0</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2.1 RQ1 (Accuracy): From Table 3, we can have the following conclusions. First, dynamic slicing achieves good recall (100.0 percent for 7 regressions, 95 percent for 12 regressions, and 97 percent for 24 regressions) with great cost of precision (6 percent for 7 regressions and 6 percent for 12 regressions, and 4 percent for 24 regressions). Second, ADD is outperformed by AFTER and ERASE in terms of both precision and recall. Third, AFTER is comparable to ERASE in terms of recall but reports more false positive than reported by ERASE. We qualitatively analyze the above conclusion as follows.

Dynamic Slicing’s Great Sacrifice. Dynamic slicing slices the steps on the regression trace through every data and control dependency. As the data and control dependencies are usually abundant in program trace, it leads to a large number of reported steps. Therefore, it is not a surprise to see dynamic slicing achieves good recall with severe cost of precision. Nevertheless, dynamic slicing may still miss reporting failure-inducing change when some code is missed or misses execution in either regression or original version.

ADD’s Inherence Disadvantage. ADD’s disadvantage in accuracy lies in that ADD regards the program logics as a black box and inducing failure-inducing change with a trial-and-error strategy through reverting changes. In contrast, AFTER and ERASE consider program semantics in terms of data and control dependencies. In the trial-and-error strategy, ADD regards a change as failure-inducing as long as its reversion can make the test case pass. In such a case, ADD may induce inaccuracy. Taking `find-a` program for example. The regression in `find-a` program has two failure-inducing changes, however, ADD only report one of them. In these two failure-inducing changes, the code of one change invokes the code of the other, and the test case fails once the latter change is triggered. Therefore, as long
as ADD reverts the former change, the code of the latter change would not be triggered. As a result, ADD reports only one change. In contrast, both AFTER and ERASE can track through data flow (AFTER tracks the data flow by solving the weakest precondition and ERASE tracks the data flow by data slicing) so that both the failure-inducing changes will be tracked through the causality chain.

Comparison Between AFTER and ERASE. In Table 3, we can see that ERASE achieves the same recall with AFTER while better precision than AFTER. We investigate the reason for the ERASE’s advantage over AFTER. We observe that, comparing to AFTER, ERASE can get rid of the changes introduced by refactoring or re-implementing. Note that ERASE matches the steps between original and regression traces and apply data alignment slicing only when the variable values of matched trace steps are different. As refactoring or re-implementing the code of partial function does not affect the values of their final written variables, ERASE can avoid reporting such changes. Note that, AFTER needs to transfer code into a conjunctive predicate \( P \), as long as minimum satisfiable core of \( P \) involves refactoring or re-implementation code, it incurs false positive. Listing 2 shows a non-failure inducing change (i.e., rename) reported by AFTER as failure-inducing change in \( find-b \) program, which does not affect the control/data dependency.

### Listing 2. False Positive of AFTER in \( find-b \) Program

```c
1  -if(get_comp_type(&s, &comp))
2   +if(get_comp_type(&timearg, &comp))
```

#### 5.1.2.2 RQ2 (Effort for Inspecting Explanation): ERASE also reports explanation in terms of causal graph. We investigate the inspecting effort by the size of generated causal graph. Table 4 shows the comparison between the reported steps in by dynamic slicing (DS) and the reported explanation by ERASE. In Table 4, we show the reported steps by dynamic slicing and ERASE on both passing and failing traces. Moreover, we also show the times of steps reported by dynamic slicing over that of ERASE (i.e., \( \text{Adv (times)} \)). We can see that dynamic slicing reported on average 7175.0 (3104.5 + 4046.5) steps for each regression, which is overwhelmingly large for developers to check. In contrast, ERASE reports a more reasonable number of explanation, i.e., on average 30.2 (13.1 + 17.1) steps.

### 5.1.2.3 RQ3: Performance: As showed in Table 3, in terms of the performance overhead, ERASE incurs less runtime overhead than dynamic slicing (221.0s versus 378.2s), ADD (55.0s versus 294.9s), and AFTER (55.0s versus 211.3s). In addition, we further investigate the runtime performance of ERASE, as shown in Table 5.

The time overhead of ERASE is divided into five parts:

- **Diff**: includes the time for source code comparison and rearrangement, **Execution** presents the time for executing the program and collecting the information, **Dependence** is the time for computing dynamic control- and data-dependencies, **Alignment** lists the time for trace alignment, and **S&r M** is the time for performing alignment slicing and mending. Note that ERASE computes dynamic data- and control-dependencies and performs alignment slicing and mending based on the practical demand for them.

As showed in Table 3, compared to techniques AFTER, ADD and dynamic slicing, ERASE achieves the speedups of 4.03X, 4.69X and 1.71X, respectively. AFTER uses symbolic execution and SMT sovler and ADD needs to repetitively revert the modification and execute the program, ERASE only needs to execute the original and regression version once. Comparing to the time overhead in dynamic slicing for computing almost every dynamic data- and control-dependency, ERASE only focuses on those dependencies different in original and regression version. Given that the trace alignment and alignment slicing and mending takes acceptable time, ERASE can output other approaches in terms of efficiency.
TABLE 5
Runtime Performance in Four Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression</th>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Dependence</th>
<th>Alignment</th>
<th>S&amp;M</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>find-a</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find-b</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>110.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find-c</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bc</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gawk</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grep</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indent</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>134.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bash</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>106.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make-1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make-2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grep-1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grep-2</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find-1</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>110.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find-2</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>134.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coreutils-1</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coreutils-2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global</td>
<td>1704.8</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1877.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gettext-a</td>
<td>274.7</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>390.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>619.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gettext-b</td>
<td>383.7</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>307.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>758.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gettext-c</td>
<td>299.7</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>340.3</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>716.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>221.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Threats to Validity
The main threat in our study is that we can only compare ERASE with ADD and AFTER on their reported regressions as AFTER is not publicly available. In the future, we will generalize the comparison results on more regressions by implementing their approaches. Moreover, 24 real regressions can still be not generalized enough. Nevertheless, we have tried our best to mitigate this threat by sampling regressions with different criteria to make our subject regressions representative.

5.2 Applicability Experiment
We applied our approach on the bugs in Defects4J repository [36]. Up till now, Defects4J repository records 395 real-world bugs from 6 open source Java projects. For each bug in the repository, it has a buggy version and fixed version, and the changes between two versions include only bug fixing. In our experiment, we regard the fixed version as the correct version and buggy version as the regression version. Note that, in this experiment, the changes from buggy version to fixed version for each Defects4J bug are pure failure-inducing change. Nevertheless, our trace-based approach reports changes involved in alignment slicing and mending process (see Section 3.4) as failure-inducing changes. Thus, we would like to know whether those pure changes in Defects4J bugs can always be reported by ERASE. The rationale is that we regard those large number of bugs as “tests” to evaluate the limitations of our approach to understand and categorize the scenarios where ERASE can and cannot work, providing guidance for the practical use of our approach.

TABLE 6
Subject Bugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bugs in Repository</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chart</td>
<td>Closure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspected Bugs</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discarded Bugs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.1 Subject Bugs
In this experiment, we use 298 out of 395 bugs in Defects4J repository, as showed in Table 6. We discard 97 bugs because either (1) the regression bug is trivial as the regression error happens at last step on buggy trace, or (2) the buggy trace or the fixed trace is over-long (i.e., over 1 million steps).

5.2.2 Result
Of the 298 Defects4J bugs, our approach localizes 265 bugs, i.e., reports the steps executing the fixed code, which occupies 88.9 percent of the bugs. We summarize the reasons of our approach’s failure on the remaining 33 regression bugs in Table 7.

Language Specific Implementation. The major reason (27+3) bugs lies in that some language specific feature makes data and control flow analysis fail, including the use of Java native method and runtime exception. First, the use of Java native method such as System.arraycopy() causes some data flow missed. In addition, some runtime exception (e.g., try-catch structure) alters the control flow in an implicit way. Missing such implicit exception-caused control flow breaks the causality chain leading towards the root cause.

Multi-Threaded Program. Our current implementation only supports recording trace steps for single-threaded programs. We may miss some steps when some key steps happen in other threads than main thread. Multi-threaded programs are out of the scope of this work. In order to fully support localizing multi-thread regression bugs, we can revise the trace matching algorithm described in Section 3.2.

We will address this issue as our future work.

Untraced Static Change. We also observed that some static change may not be recorded in trace but they still take effect in the execution. For example, in the 56th bug of Lang project, the root cause lies in missing using transient modifier. More specifically, without the transient modifier to tell JVM not to serialize a field, the program mistakenly serializes some fields, leading to a runtime exception. In such case, we cannot trace to such a change as JVM plays a role to deal with the effect of transient keyword.

TABLE 7
Reasons for Failing Localizing the Root Cause

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java Native Method</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Control of Runtime Exception</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-thread</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM Keyword Regulation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3 Discussion

In this study, we can see that our approach is effective to localize the root cause if the data and control dependence is complete. Nevertheless, our approach requires recording the whole trace of a program. We discard 52 bugs because recording a long trace and building data and control dependency are memory expensive. With regard to the scalability of recording a program with long trace, we deem that a more practical way of adopting our approach is to record traces partially while incorporating the debugging process with human feedback, as proposed in [38]. More specifically, we may first ask programmers’ feedback for a small range of suspicious code. Based on the range, we can record a small portion of traces and apply alignment slicing and mending on the fly to generate a partial causality graph. Programmers may further provide feedback based on generated explanation so that we can generate a new portion of traces and apply our approach again. By this means, programmers can interactively reach the root causes. We will leave the implementation of such a strategy to our future work.

5.2.4 Threats to Validity

The major threat in our feasibility experiment lies in that we discard 52 bugs whose trace length are over 1 million. Thus, the performance of our approach on the regression bugs with over 1 million steps is not clear. In the future, we can try developing a more efficient trace collection technique to generalize our finding to all the Defects4J bugs.

6 RELATED WORK

Program Slicing. A classical debugging technique is dynamic slicing [8] and its variants [2], [10], [39], [40], which works on a single trace of the program and outputs statements relevant to the slicing criterion. Thin slicing [39] includes a subset of data-dependencies, data slicing [40] includes all data-dependencies, full slicing [8] includes data- and control-dependencies, relevant slicing [2], [10], and data- and control-dependencies, also includes potential-dependencies. The main difference between ERASE and them is that ERASE alternatively and iteratively conducts slicing and mending on the passing and failing traces.

Regression Fault Localization. Comparing to traditional fault localization solution [38], [41], [42], regression fault localization techniques usually can use the original version as a reference to infer root cause. Most regression fault localization works are based on delta debugging [12], [13] and symbolic analysis [16], [17]. Delta debugging pioneers this field by isolating failure-inducing changes through reverting different subsets of changes. Misherghi et al. [43] propose hierarchical delta debugging (HDD) to improve the effect of delta debugging on program inputs with hierarchical structure. Artho et al. [44] propose iterative delta debugging (IDD) [44] to enhance the technique by leveraging the whole evolutionary history of the program. Effective as they are, these approaches may miss the failure-inducing changes due to reverting inappropriate subset of changes.

Another line of work are based on symbolic analysis which regards the failure of a program execution as a constraint solving problem. Banerjee et al. [45] propose Golden to compute weakest precondition for the regression version and report the change Yi et al. [20] propose AFTER in which they iteratively collect weakest preconditions, compute unsatisfied core, and report the related changes as failure inducing change. Qi et al. [33] propose DARWIN by generating more passing test cases based on path constraints so that they can improve the accuracy. Kim et al. [46] propose Apex which can explain the program assignment bugs by comparing the passing symbolic execution trace of a correct implementation and the failing symbolic execution trace of the buggy implementation. They show that their approach works well in small student programming assignments, while its performance on large scale program is yet investigated. Symbolic analysis based techniques are usually novel and effective in isolating the failure-inducing changes. Nevertheless, they usually suffer from scalability problem.

Trace Alignment. The other line of work is to compare the traces of the original and regression traces [23], [24], [28]. The work most similar to ERASE includes dual slicing [24], and comparative causality [14], [23], [28]. Given two schedules, one inducing the failure and the other not, the technique collects the two traces and compares them to identify the differences. The causal relation between the differences is connected by using dual slicing algorithm. Differential slicing [23] produces a causal difference graph that captures the input or environment differences that cause the target differences, as well as a sequence of differences that lead the program from the input or environment differences to the target differences. Comparative causality targets for two executions with different test inputs. The major difference is that existing approach is designed for aligning traces derived from same program under execution of different inputs or schedules, while our approach works is designed for aligning traces derived from two version of programs of the same input.

Change Impact Analysis. Change impact analysis [47], [48], [49] determines the part of program will be affected by applying certain change. Its researches mainly include call graph based analysis [47], static slicing [50], dynamic slicing and so on. However, applying all the above technique in regression fault localization leads to over-approximated impact sets. For example, dynamic slicing identifies change impact with respect to the specific program executions. In contrast, ERASE compares the original and regression traces to avoid a lot of unnecessary program impact to be inspected.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented a trace-based technique to isolate the failure-inducing changes and generate a causality graph for explaining the failure. Given two versions of a program and a test case that passes the old version while fails the new version, ERASE aligns the passing and failing traces, and conducts alignment slicing and mending to isolate the failure-inducing changes. The experiments show that ERASE is more accurate than the state-of-the-art techniques. In the future, we will extend our work as an interactive approach for more practical use.
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